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37th Annual Summer Conference
Beautiful Patterns: What Happened at Wisdom House
by Judith Huge
Sitting at dinner one evening at
Wisdom House, the bucolic 70-acre
retreat center tucked in the hills of
Litchfield, Connecticut and home of
this year’s IWWG Summer Conference,
Susan Tiberghien, longtime workshop
director, sister Board Member, and
friend, handed me a torn slip of paper.
Stretched across the top was a swirl of
finely etched v’s moving together
across the page in a kind of dancing
cloud. Below the cloud, this
explanation:
A murmuration is a flight of starling
birds, a dance conducted not by a
leader but a common purpose, an inner
desire to live and move forward,
constantly adapting to the others and
the changing conditions, together

forming beautiful patterns. An inner
movement to reconnect with the beauty
of life.
- from The Forest Trust
With a look containing no small degree
of wonder, she said, “This is what has
happened in the Guild this week.” I
nodded. She is right. Here’s the story
of how the “inner movement” toward
reconnection and shared flight came
about.
__________________
Sunday evening, August 17, I went to
bed in my small, clean room feeling
like one of the nuns who had made it
her home in the last days the convent
was here. Times were changing. Fewer
women chose to don a habit. There had
been storms in the Church. The sisters
were growing bent; some were gone
and missed. She wondered what
morning would bring and if it would be
the last.
Like the dark leaves outside my open
window, I tossed. The Guild I have
loved for 20 years—teaching for ten,
serving on the board for three, making
and losing friends through all of them
—was changing, too. By Friday of that
week, a decision had to be made to
dissolve it or fly it home. On that
Sunday night, I had no idea which way
things would go.

Labyrinth at Wisdom House
Photo by member Ada Criscione
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Then I did. As soon as the classroom
doors burst open from the first
workshops held Monday morning, I
knew we would find our shared wings;

create them if needed, but find and use
them we would. Delighted chatter filled
the halls. “Best workshop I’ve ever
been to.” Hugs for women who were
yesterday’s strangers. Conversations
picked up midstream from last night’s
dinner. Smiles. Tears. Rushing for the
next classroom, the next open door.
In a quiet side lunchroom, the
somewhat tattered remnants of the
Board met across a linoleum table.
Certainly the cold winds of change had
been buffeting the Guild for years.
Both membership and conference
attendance began to fall after 9/11, even
more in the economic downturn of
2008, still more in recent years. Best
estimates show that in the ten years
between 2002 and 2012, membership
had dropped precipitously, from a high
of 2,500 to just above 500. Summer
Conferences with attendance once in
the 500+ range had generated revenue
north of $200,000 a year, enough to
finance all Guild operations for the
whole year, with Big Apple and
regional conferences just adding to
reserves. By the time of the first Yale
Conference in 2011, attendance had
fallen to around 150, the reserves were
gone, and best estimates projected that,
without some important changes, the
Guild would be out of money and
facing dissolution by April, 2012.
Now it was 2014 and the Board realized
it was standing in almost the same spot
it was three years before, except the
decision of whether or not to dissolve
the Guild was not months away but
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Beautiful Patterns, continued
days. We took a deep breath and began.
Actually we were in a significantly
different position than we had been in
some years; we had stronger arms now.
The lawsuit had been settled. The
Bylaws that concentrated much power
in the hands of a few could finally be
changed. While we were without an
Executive Director, we were in a
position to ask for and receive updated
financial information. Certainly we had
many in the Guild with leadership
skills. We could call our own shots. So
we did.
Lifted up by the excited murmur of
voices and laughter filling the
classrooms, the dining room, the halls,
the evening readings, the sunrooms, we
were again confident the spirit of the
Guild was alive and speaking. So we
decided to open some doors, invite in a
number of new, longtime, and former
workshop directors, and open the long
overdue conversation that would either
beach our boats or chart our course up
into the future.
So Tuesday afternoon, a group came
together around a table—by phone and
in person. The facts were aired, then
after much open discussion, the Circle
of Advisors formed like a flock of
starlings, in “a dance conducted not by
a leader but a common purpose, an
inner desire to live and move forward.”
Dixie King and I agreed to volunteer
some of our time to help coordinate the
various activities that will keep us
moving forward. Now many others
have joined and rejoined this
remarkable “inner movement to
reconnect”:
•
As of September 1, our
membership for this year includes 176
renewals, 80 after a lapse of two or
more years, and 90 new members.
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•
With the timely announcement, a
year in advance, of our next Summer
Conference, July 24-31, 2015, again at
Wisdom House, we have had a flood of
messages from members new and old
saying, “Save my place. I’ll be there.”
•
Members with professional skills
in finance, accounting, media,
communication, teaching and—of course
—writing have come in to volunteer their
gifts and take on tasks essential to our
recovering altitude.
•
Dates were set for two important
meetings. A Board Meeting in midSeptember focused on major steps
toward reorganization. A Strategic
Planning session on November 15 in
New York for charting our path ahead.
•
And, as promised, you will be
getting updates, one each month, offering
breaking news, writing tips, quotable
quotes, and much more. As a member,
you’ll also be receiving the soon-to-be
renamed and revamped Network News.
Many more developments, including lots
of ways you can add your own words and
wings to this new pattern of flight, are in
the pipeline and will be out soon. But for
now, I send you an invitation to be and
stay part of our murmuration, our shared
flight, this dance conducted not by a
leader but a common purpose: “the
personal and professional empowerment
of women through writing.”
Together, and only together, can we ride
this newly claimed “beautiful pattern”
into the open skies ahead and catch the
winds with our women’s words and
wisdom.
On behalf of the Circle of Advisors and
with eyes on our shared future ahead,
Judith Huge

2014 Circle of Advisors
Raquel Arrechea
Member since 2000
Lynne Barrett
Board member, Instructor,
Member since 1992
Heather Cariou
Instructor, Member since 1984
Susanne Davis
Board member, Instructor,
Member since 2007
Kelly DuMar
Instructor, Member since 2013
Judy Huge
Board member, Instructor,
Member since 1994
Dixie King
Instructor, Member since 1999
Sheila Levine
Board member, Instructor,
Member since 2002
Maureen Murdock
Instructor, Member since 1998
Anna Murray
President, Member since 2006
Hope Player
Member since 2004
Kristin Rath
Director of Operations,
Member since 2010
Eunice Scarfe
Instructor, Member since 1995
Myra Shapiro
Instructor, Member since 1993
Marylou Streznewski
Instructor, Member since 1990
Susan Tiberghien
Board member, Instructor,
Member since 1990
Anne Walradt
Instructor, Member since 1992
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"Quoted":

I'm thrilled with the Guild's ability to
move forward. I'm happy to renew my
membership for another year. Thank you
for the 2014 Summer Conference. It was
wonderful.
~ Martha Pedersen
(L-R) Kristin Rath, Mylo Schaaf, Victoria
Moilan, Chris Eboch, Kathryn Karvoski, How I have missed the group! I am
Heidi Rain, Mandy Pierpoint
rejoining….I hope this means a new

direction built on the foundation of the
old. And I look forward to meeting new
and old in Litchfield next year.

(L-R) Susan Tiberghien, Maureen
Murdock, Myra Shapiro, Eunice Scarfe

~ Elizabeth Kane Buzzelli
Thank you for the news. Fresh air is
always good and I look forward to being
a more involved member.
~ Kathleen Leuba
(L-R) Marie Duess, Elisabeth DeNitto, Liz
Rembisz, Sue Huggans, Sheri Horn Hassan

IWWG President,
Anna Murray

Susan Tiberghien with
Kathryn Karvoski

Congratulations to all who are putting so
much effort and belief into this! You are
wonderful. Thank you. It was great to be
at Wisdom House with you when this
came about. Wisdom House. There could
not be a better place for such a turn of the
tide.
~ Enid Madaras
IWWG taught me to be brave. Fierce. And
disciplined. I am so grateful to this
gathering of women....
~ Suzi Banks Baum

Karen Leahy, with her book
Summer of Yes

Robin Alpern (R) and
Julie Lomoe (L)
holding two of her
books, Eldercide and
Mood Swing: The
Bipolar Murders
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Much gratitude to the IWWG board
members and advisers for emailing such
important communications and good news
about the guild! Most of all, I am thrilled to
know the dates of the conference for next
year and have already put it into my
calendar.
~ Anna Bozena Bowen
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Summer Conference Scrapbook (continued)

(L-R) Sarah Lesher, Margie Winslow, Susan
Tiberghien, Dixie King, Anne Walradt, Judy Huge
Robin Alpern (L) and
instructor, Kelly DuMar at
the book fair

Margaret Flesher (L)
purchasing a signed copy
of
Pieces of Love by
Paula Sharon (R)

Martha Reingold (L) and Debby Miller
during Marylou Streznewski’s imaging
workshop
Cathleen O’Connor (R) handing Diana
Graham a signed copy of her book,
High Heels on the Hamster Wheel

Authors and attendees enjoyed chatting, browsing
and buying member books, and making new
friends
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Enid Madaras (L) and Myra Shapiro

(L-R) Martha Reingold, Debby Miller, Irene
Andrews, Carol Villaggio, Suze Baron, Carol
Bluestein
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Opening Night Keynote by Susan Tiberghien
The Alchemy of Writing
Alchemy is a natural science that attempts to understand
the mystery of nature: in alchemical terms, to find the
gold in base metals; in spiritual terms to find the sparks of
the world soul.
There are three principal steps in alchemy, steps that
repeat themselves until the ‘gold’ circulates: nigredo (the
blackening, the firing, the darkness of descending into the
unknown), albedo (the whitening, the washing and
constant distilling), rubedo (the reddening, the
crystallization, the light born in darkness).
As writers, instead of taking lumps of earth to transform
into gold, we will take the images of our lives and
transform them into stories to share with one another, into
precious bits of gold to circulate among us.
Kenya, Uganda, Memories, Dreams, Reflections,
C.G. Jung
The sunrise in these latitudes was a phenomenon that
overwhelmed me anew every day.…I formed the habit of
taking my camp stool and sitting under an umbrella acacia
just before dawn. Before me, at the bottom of the little
valley, lay a dark, almost black-green strip of
jungle….Then objects would emerge into the light which
seemed to fill the valley with a compact brightness.
Gradually the swelling light seemed to penetrate into the
very structure of the objects which became illuminated
from within until at last they shone translucently like bits
of colored glass. Everything turned to flaming crystal…At
such moments I felt as if I were inside a temple.
(pp.297-99)
Total Eclipse, Teaching a Stone to Talk, Expeditions and
Encounters, Annie Dillard
I saw, early in the morning, the sun diminish against a
backdrop of sky. I saw a circular piece of that sky appear,
suddenly detached, blackened, and backlighted; from
nowhere it came and overlapped the sun….
It looked like a lens cover, or the lid of a pot. It
materialized out of thin air─black, and flat, and sliding,
outlined in flame. Seeing this black body was like seeing
a mushroom cloud. The heart screeched….
In the deeps are the violence and terror of which
psychology has warned us. But if you ride these monsters
deeper down, you find what our sciences cannot locate or
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name, the substrate, the ocean or matrix or ether which
buoys the rest, the unified field: our complex and
inexplicable caring for each other, and for our life
together here.
(pp.18-19)
After the Storm, Other Colors, Essays and a Story,
Orhan Pamuk
After the storm, when I went out into the streets in the
early morning, I saw that everything had changed. I am
not talking about broken and fallen branches or yellow
leaves lying in the muddy streets. Something deeper and
harder to see had changed….
As I wandered around trying to make sense of what
had happened, this is what I said to myself: It is in times
of violence, times of storms, that we remember we all live
in the same world…When a storm hits, we don’t just
understand that we live in the same world, we begin to
feel as if we are all living one and the same life.
(pp.52-54)
The Golden Flower, Circling to the Center,
Susan Tiberghien
I sit at my desk and look at the double buttercup. The
flower is round like the sun, the moon, the earth.
Countless cup-shaped petals cluster around the center.
They open ever so slightly. Deep yellow spills over my
desk, onto my journal. For but an instant I hold gold in
my hands.
When I was a child, I looked for magic buttercups in
the fields. I’d place the flower close to my wrist. If the
deep yellow were
reflected, tinting my
skin gold, I would
hurry home, carrying
the buttercup like a
chalice.
The flower above
my desk is a golden
buttercup. I found it in
the darkness deep
within my heart. The
roots needed water,
the leaves needed
light. But there it grew
and there it remains, a
flower on the altar of
Susan Tiberghien (R) with
Myra Shapiro
my heart.
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Closing Ceremony by Judy Huge
This week you came into a circle of women with words,
each of you seeking something as unique as you are,
contributing something as unique as you are, taking away
some insight, some wisdom as unique as you are….
As we go around the circle, would you share one word,
what you are taking home from this experience, one thing
this time together has given you.
And this week you also contributed to making the
experience of all of us in this circle, of women with words
as unique as it has been. There's a song for that.
The words are simple but they capture so much of what
this time together has been about.
There's a river of birds in migration
A nation of women with words.
A nation of women with words. And that nation is you.
The energy you have felt in the classrooms, the attention
you've given and taken over the dining tables, the strength
that has emerged in your voices, in your readings, all of
this energy is what makes the IWWG a experience so
unique, even sometimes so surprising. And all of this
energy is you..

Blessing the Boats
by Lucille Clifton
May the tide
That is entering even now
The lip of our understanding
Carry you out
Beyond the face of fear
May you kiss
The wind then turn from it
Certain that it will
Love you back may you
Open your eyes to water
Water forever waving forever
And may you in your innocence
Sail through this to that.
Repeat after me:
And so it is.

And like you, the IWWG itself is in a state of migration.
Right now, this month, the Organization, this circle of
women, is experience a sense of freedom we have not
known for some time. The windows have been thrown
open and a fresh wind is blowing across our faces and
lifting our wings. For all of us, this freedom is taking the
form of an open table, an open invitation for each of us to
participate in making this circle as wide and strong and
inclusive as it can possibly be.
By the end of September, each of will be receiving an
invitation, an opportunity to offer your insights, your
skills, your energy to our shared work:
The generation of women with wings.
This is your circle, these are your people, and together we
will fly.
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(L-R, back row) Suze Baron, Mary Brady, Raquel
Arrechea, Cathleen O’Connor, Elizabeth Harper, Toni
Tugenberg, Diana Graham. (L-R, front row) Mandy
Pierpoint and Carol Villaggio
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Summer Conference Writing
A member was gracious enough to share her writing
inspired by the 2014 Summer Conference
Wisdom House Wisdom

considering I think I have started the pre-change

by Deni Trach

change. Insert sigh.) I got it done, though, the

I started to write about this summer's IWWG Wisdom House

poem that is. And I read it--okay, I mumbled it,

experience and a bouquet metaphor came to mind (thanks,

but those words that I wrote came out of my

Susan!). We are a bunch of beautiful, distinct flowers, and

mouth in front of others. That counts!

when we are placed together, we are a fragrant bouquet.

4.

Myra, Myra, Myra. If I could have picked my

There were so many beautiful IWWG moments for me this

own mother in life, it probably wouldn't have

year:

been Myra because I like her too much. But I

1.

Walking the labyrinth in the morning, feet wet with

sure would have picked her as a favorite auntie.

dew. Thinking back I hear Dixie King saying, "The

Such an encouraging spirit. Knowing her has

way in is the way out." I was assured that this was

blessed my life.

not like walking in a maze which is meant to

2.

3.

5.

Staring at Raquel for 6 hours in Myra's workshop

challenge and confuse; leave it to me to be

(okay, 20 minutes, but it might as well have been

challenged and confused! Do I walk on the grass or

HOURS). That wasn't uncomfortable at all (did

not? I need a sign. A LITERAL "Walk on the Grass"

the sarcasm translate), but it was worth it.

sign, not some beam of sunshine lighting up the

Raquel's words about me were so kind,

path.

especially the part when she said she would give

Drinking wine in my room with Carol, a sage angel,

me the name "Francesca". My childhood best

who offered much needed spiritual support. I'm

friend's name was Francesca; she died in a car

pretty sure I was irreverent a couple of times (okay,

accident when I was pregnant with my second

more like 50 times), but she listened, supported and

daughter, Avery. Avery's middle name is

never judged. (I would have TOTALLY judged me.)

Francesca. Raquel "naming" me that sent goose-

Writing a poem at the pool to read THAT night as

bumps up and down my legs.

some of the women swam and others soaked up

6.

Talking to women I probably NEVER would

sunshine. The stress and the heat sent me to the next

have had a chance to speak to if we hadn't all

workshop with a pool of sweat in my bra. I apologize

assembled at IWWG. Each woman there affected

to those around me; I am sure you know who you

me. Sarah's story about the coal cellar and

are! (You'd think I would be used to the heat

Victoria's poem about her uncle's funeral and
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Summer Conference Writing (continued)
Anne's coat—where else could I have been
surrounded by so much honesty? And dog and
donkey tales? And love stories under the stars? And
LSD/airplane trips? And Park Avenue socialites who
worship money? And funny cancer stories? And a
longed for grand-daughter? And JAMES
BALDWIN? And swimming in a womb? And a 60
year old love story? Nowhere...nowhere else.
7.

Susan. The true alchemist. Oh, how she changed
me. I came in going through darkness, and now I am
beginning to feel golden.

8.

Mischief class with Kelly. The laughs, the
exploration, the realization that much of my
mischief involves me shedding clothes!

9.

Anytime Anna had to make a speech, give a
direction or call us "gang." The deadpan expressions
that painted her face made me laugh. Every. Time.

10.

Two words: IWWG Selfie. It really should be as
famous as Ellen's.

11.

Maureen Murdock. I am booking a flight to

13.

Making new friends after 40 (who knew?)

14.

Renewing past friendships.

15.

Swapping stories.

16.

Sharing lives.

17.

Breaking bread.

18.

Building each other up.

19.

Assuring each other that we can stay up.

20.

Accepting one another for the unique beauty we
each brought.

These moments and so many more made the most
beautiful, fragrant and memorable summer bouquet that
I am going to treasure until we next meet. And it will
stay alive until then because it is an IWWG bouquet.
And that's MAGICAL.
Note to self: Buy
waterproof
mascara for next
year's retreat!

California. If you ask this woman a question, let her
answer it. She knows what she's saying.
12.

Sister Rosemarie and the whole Wisdom House
experience. Initially I felt like I was walking into
that Applewaite guy's compound, but how quickly I
was put at ease when the Divine embraced me as I
let down my guard. A peace came over me at
Wisdom House that I have missed in my life
recently. I found it in the energy of the building, in
the energy of the women, in the energy of the

Deni Trach took a “selfie” before
her evening reading to capture her
excitement.

moment.
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Upcoming Events & Information
IWWG EVENTS &
INFO

receive a reminder that your membership is
about to expire. To check the status of your
membership any time, contact:
Kristin Rath, Director of Operations at
iwwgquestions@gmail.com

writing life and connect with passionate
women writers who want to hear your
stories, share your concerns, your
accomplishments and your questions
about developing as a writer. Hope to
see you there!

We're social, are you?

Help us rename this
newsletter!

Saturday, November 8
Fall Big Apple Conference
Scandinavia House
58 Park Ave
New York, NY 10016

http://www.scandinaviahouse.org/

Registration
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
Meet the Agents Panel
1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Meet the Agents Appointments
2:10 pm - 6:00 pm
Visit http://iwwg.org for registration
and full details
Discounted pricing for IWWG
Members!

Save the Date!
July 24 - 31
IWWG Summer Conference
Wisdom House, Litchfield,
Connecticut

Need to Renew Your
Membership?
Visit http://iwwg.org/become-member to
renew by check, or with e-check or credit
card.
If we have your email address, you should
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For the latest event updates, photos, and
writing-related posts by IWWG and
other writers, connect with us on:
FACEBOOK:
InternationalWomensWritingGuild
https://www.facebook.com/
InternationalWomensWritingGuild
and
TWITTER:
@IWWG
https://twitter.com/IWWG

Are you one of the 90
IWWG members who have
joined the new membersonly Facebook Group?
This member only IWWG group is a
community to share writing resources,
provides support for helping each other
develop as writers, pose writing-related
questions, and share writing-related
events, publications, activities,
achievements, challenges and concerns.
If you haven't joined the group, and you
are an IWWG member, we hope you
will!
Just go to https://www.facebook.com/
groups/IWWGmembers/ and request to
join. Within a day or so, your
membership will be approved, and you'll
be welcome to share all about your

Naming Names Contest
To reflect IWWG’s new energy, it's
time for a new title to our newsletter,
one that is harmonious with what the
IWWG is and what it is becoming.
Some of the themes emerging so far
are: taking flight, fresh air, wings,
circle, and sisterhood. Pick one of those
or come up with your own. You know
we love metaphors!
The PRIZE is a 1-year IWWG
membership. Use for yourself or gift
to a friend!
Submit ONLY to
iwwgmembernews@gmail.com with
the subject line: CONTEST
Deadline is November 10th

Newsletter will soon be
available only to members!
The next edition of this newsletter
(Winter), will only be available to
current IWWG members. Subsequent
issues will include more writing tips,
resources, and prompts, as well as ways
to find writing groups in your area. So
don’t miss out…Keep your membership
current!
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(continued)

WEBINAR SERIES with Chris Eboch
The Elevator Pitch
Writers often need the dreaded one-sentence synopsis.
But how can you possibly sum up your work in one
little sentence? In this workshop, we’ll discuss the key
to a great one-sentence synopsis—finding your story’s
hook. Then practice turning your hook into a onesentence synopsis and get feedback to help you refine
the results. Finally, expand your pitch into thirty-second
and one-minute versions. If you are going to the
November 8 Fall Big Apple Conference to meet the
agents, this session will get you ready! You'll also gain
confidence and insight into creating a powerful query
letter, and sharing your work with potential agents,
editors, or readers, wherever you might need them.
Recordings will be available to class participants, both
for review and for anyone who can’t attend a session
live.
Wednesday October 29, 5-6:30 pm PST/8-9:30 EST
Standard Price: $40
IWWG Member Price: $30
Register at:
www.delvewriting.com/elevator-pitch-iwwg
Theme: The Soul of a Story
What do you want to say? If plot is the skeleton that
provides structure, character the muscles that move the
plot, and setting the skin that gives a uniform
appearance, then theme is the soul that truly brings a
story to life. But often writers don’t put as much energy
into developing theme as they do with the more obvious
elements of plot, characters and setting. The result can
be a weak or obscure theme. In some cases, the reader
may even get a completely different message from what
the writer intended. You don’t want your message
misunderstood. Learn to identify what you really want
to say, and bring it out in writing. This class is both for
beginning and experienced writers.
Recordings will be available to class participants, both
for review and for anyone who can’t attend a session
live.
Wednesday November 19, 5-6:30 pm PST/
8-9:30 EST
Standard Price: $40
IWWG Member Price: $30

Chris Eboch signing a copy of her
book, Advanced Plotting, for new
I W W G m e m b e r, A n d r e n e
Bonner, at the 2014 Summer
Conference

Chris Eboch writes fiction and nonfiction for all ages,
with 30 published books. Chris teaches through the
Institute of Children’s Literature and has led dozens of
popular writing workshops around the world. She has
her MA degree in Professional Writing and Publishing
from Emerson College and has a freelance critique
business. Her book Advanced Plotting helps writers
fine-tune their plots. Learn more at
www.chriseboch.com or check out her writing tips at
her Write Like a Pro! blog. Chris also writes novels of
suspense and romance for adults under the name Kris
Bock; read excerpts at www.krisbock.com.

What is a webinar?
A webinar is a workshop delivered entirely online.
These particular webinars include video and audio of
the presenter, slides, and an interactive chat that allows
you to ask questions and interact with the presenter
directly. There is also a tech support person available if
you run into trouble. You may also download the
session as a recording if you can't attend in person or
experience Internet issues. For more information, visit
www.delvewriting.com/faq.

Register at:
www.delvewriting.com/theme-iwwg
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Keeping the Magic Alive Between Conferences: How Our Writer’s
Intention Group Heartens, Enlivens, and Makes Us Feister Than Ever
by Elizabeth Kaye
One day you finally knew
what you had to do, and began,
though the voices around you
kept shouting
their bad advice—
though the whole house
began to tremble
and you felt the old tug
at your ankles.
“Mend my life!”
each voice cried.
But you didn’t stop.
—Mary Oliver, “The Journey”
“The one who accompanies is like a midwife, helping us to
come to life, to live more fully. But the accompanier receives
life also, and as people open up to each other, a communion of
hearts develops between them. They do not clutch on to each
other but give life to one another and call each other to
greater freedom.”
—Jean Vanier, Becoming Human

While at the Wisdom House Summer Conference in
August, I was surrounded by other women engrossed in
the lively, lovely art and craft of writing. Returning home
afterwards to my warm but unwriterly family was, as
always, a cruel shock. However, six years ago, I
discovered a way to lessen post-conference letdown: I
started a biweekly Writer’s Intention Group with four
other Guild members where we soak in 90 minutes of
IWWG magic every other week in a confidential
conference call meeting. And as Robert Frost says, that
has made all the difference.
If writing steadily were easily accomplished, each of the
five of us would have done it already, because we are
passionate about our writing! And we are smart and
funny and talented and even a teeny bit wise around the
edges. Yet we are each balancing families and jobs and
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health issues and a never-ending list of urgent to-dos on
one end of the scale, and our solitary devotion to our
writing on the other. This writer’s group weighs heavily
enough in my scales to help me bring my writing to the
top of my list, giving me literal space to step away from
the ten thousand things calling me away and some
specific time to speak out loud my hopes, dreams, and
terrors around it. Although we sometimes critique the
pieces we write, we do that mostly offline so that we can
share in our meetings the unfolding story of our writing
lives—two weeks at a time—telling where and how our
writing interweaves with our work, our families, our
caretaking. We dare to voice our fears, our guilts, our
paralysis; and our joys, our adventures, our trying out
our wings oh! so tentatively.
Yet steadily.
More steadily, because of our meetings.
Over the past six years, I’ve seen each of us take on
more regularly the practice of writing and make
structural changes in our lives to do so. We wrestle with
the burdens and joys of children, husbands, aging
parents, earning a living while juggling our
responsibilities to others and to our health—and, thanks
to our biweekly gathering, to our writing! Among us
over the years, we have experienced:
o

Health crises: 2 of the 5 of us diagnosed
with significant auto-immune disorders;

o

Aging parents: 2 with Alzheimer’s; 1
had a decade-long decline/collapse after
a debilitating stroke; 2 newly diagnosed
with cancer and seizure disorder;

o

Struggling spouses: 2 with surgery and
demanding illnesses; and
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Keeping the Magic Alive Between Conferences (continued)
o

Deaths: 1 sister, 1 father, 1 mother-inlaw, an uncle and aunt, and 2 very close
friends.

No small impediments! And yet, since our group began
o

One of us has an agent shopping her
novel to publishers and has just sent a
new story she read at the summer
conference out into the world, hoping
to find a home;

o

Another is completing an MFA writing
program and is close to completing her
trilogy of fantasy novels while running
her own business;

o

A third had an essay accepted for
publication in an anthology of women’s
writing, has written a sheaf of arresting
poetry, and is exploring a new narrative
voice;

o

Our fourth found an agent (through
IWWG) interested in reviewing the
historical creative nonfiction project
she’s putting together; and

o

The last, also running her own
business, is experimenting with writing
10 hours a week and reporting back on
it to the others.

So we have learned that as often as life derails our
intention to write, we can come together and remind
each other to breathe and to forgive ourselves—the one
essential, Ann Patchett tells us, for any working writer.
We companion each other—we share our lives
unfolding—with compassion; we dare to speak our
suffering and our joys to each other; so we are willing
to return to our writing practice with lighter hearts,
knowing we are seen and heard; receiving that we are
not alone.
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My Tai Chi master told me that learning Tai Chi is
easy: you just practice the form ten thousand times,
and you will be a master. Even so, as mortal women
caring about others, with responsibilities and
relationships and careers and families, we come
together every other week to remind ourselves of our
pledge to nourish and grow our writer selves. We
make time and space for them together, so that we can
continue our individual journeys heartened, enlivened,
and feistier than ever!

Writing Prompt: What Stays
the Same?
by Maureen Murdock
In A Three Dog Life, Abigail Thomas writes:
“This is the one thing that stays the same: my husband
got hurt. Everything else changes. A grandson needs
me and then he doesn’t. My children are close then
one drifts away. I smoke and don’t smoke; I knit
ponchos, then hats, shawls, hats again, stop knitting,
start up again.”
Start with the idea: “What Remains the Same?”
Write 750-800 words about what remains the same in
your life, including as much detail as possible.
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Guidelines for Starting and Facilitating Your Own Writer’s
Intention Group
By Elizabeth A. Kaye
collaborate@elizabethkaye.com
Here is a skeleton structure for sharing deeply,
respectfully, consistently with other writers about your
writing journey. You and your writer friends will add
your own heart, soul, spice, and discoveries. Enjoy!
1. Invite fellow writers with whom you would like to be
in touch regularly to join you; think in terms of four to
five participants. You may want to consider writers you
met at the Summer Conference with whom you’d like to
stay in touch.
2. Sign up for a free account at
FreeConferenceCall.com. This will allow you and
anyone with whom you share your account number to
call in to a conference “room” and talk for as long as
you choose with no additional long distance charges
beyond your regular telephone service fees.
3. Poll your members to agree on a day of week, time of
day, and how often you would like to connect. If your
group spans time zones, as ours does, be sure to find a
time that works for each member in her local time.
Ninety minutes is a good meeting length for five
members; and our group has found every other week a
workable schedule for the past six years together.
4. One person needs to serve as timekeeper/facilitator.
This may be the same participant each time, or the job
could rotate. Another option is to engage a facilitator for
your group if no member wants to do it (feel free to
email me for more information about this option since I
do facilitate phone groups professionally).
5. At the first meeting, the timekeeper/facilitator begins
by proposing ground rules, including confidentiality
(what we say in the group stays in the group without
express permission to share it otherwise); respectful,
caring, nonjudgmental responses to each other; and no
advice, ever, unless specifically requested. You can use
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the guidelines for responding to a reading in an IWWG
class as a model for your respectful, caring, supportive
remarks.
6. When everyone has gathered on the line, the
timekeeper/facilitator asks “Who would like to check
in first with a win [accomplishment] about your
writing since our last meeting?” This is quite brief: a
sentence or two. Then the timekeeper/facilitator asks:
“And who next?” until all have checked in.
7. The member who checked in first will share first,
for approximately 10 minutes. Each writer may share
whatever she feels called to say about how her writing
is going, or not going; what successes or obstacles she
may be experiencing; and how she copes with / feels
about / is holding all this.
8. At 10 minutes, the timekeeper/facilitator calls time.
And asks “Who would like to respond first?” Keep in
mind that these are brief remarks--a total of 5 minutes
for the 4 other participants to respond with an
acknowledgement of what they heard in the style of
reflective listening. For instance, “Wow, it’s so
amazing that you’re getting up early to write each
morning—I hear your dedication and commitment to
showing up differently!” Or “I’m noticing so much
going on that absolutely demanded your time this
week; no wonder you weren’t able to write as much as
you’d planned!” At the 5-minute mark, the timekeeper/
facilitator says it’s time to move on to the next person
who checked in until all have spoken and been
responded to.
9. After everyone has had their time, the timekeeper/
facilitator invites the group to check out with their
intentions around writing until the next meeting—
again very brief: usually a phrase or sentence.
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Hot Off the Presses!
Congrats to our recently published members!

If you have a book that was published within the last year or has an upcoming publication date, let us know at
iwwgmembernews@gmail.com with subject "Member Pub."
Please provide a 50-word or less book description, publisher, pub date, author website, and link to where your book is sold.
military background and turned it into
her passion for supporting and helping
veterans and their families.
PA Family Publishing, June 2014
www.embracingourveterans.org

Ann Letzter
The Vanishings
The inhabitants of a distant planet face
disaster as their sun turns into a nova. A
book of speculative fiction, literary
fiction, suspense and science fiction.
CreateSpace, September 2014

JoAnne Myers
Flagitious
Four crime/mystery stories filled with
intrigue, danger, lies, lust, and murder
with twist endings.
Melange Books, September 2014
www.booksandpaintingsbyjoanne.com

Twisted Love: 12 Stories of Love
Gone Bad

A ch illin g r e a lity th a t h o mic id e
investigators know all too well: the last
face most murder victims see is not that of
a stranger, but of someone familiar.
Black Rose Writing, June 2014
www.booksandpaintingsbyjoanne.com

Linda Fuchs
Healing Times
An inside look of the world of being
bi-polar, via poetry. It follows the ups
and downs, the mania and suicidal
thoughts and desires of the disease. It
offers hope to those trying to live with
this most debilitating mental
illness. Share her trials and triumphs as
she learns to live each day OUT
LOUD!
Lulu.com, May 2014

E. Lynn Wright
Speaking Ill of the Dead: Jerks in
Florida History
A look at some of the badly behaved
characters who helped to shape the
history of Florida through their deeds
and misdeeds. The book features profiles
of misunderstood thinkers, colorful
antiheroes, and some revered notables
who were part-time jerks in the Sunshine
State.
Globe Pequot Press, December 2013
www.elynnewright.com
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Kim Lengling
INSPIRE! Women’s Stories of
Accomplishment, Encouragement
and Influence
Kim Lengling is an Air Force Veteran and
veteran advocate residing in Pennsylvania
who has taken her professional and

Lorena Smith
From Chaos to Castles
One woman’s journey from a stay-athome mom with five kids to a single
mom; a tale of divorce, falling apart,
forgiveness, faith, and finding one’s
own voice. Lorena’s intimate collection
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Hot Off the Presses!
of thoughts will bring both laughter and
tears and leave you examining your
own life.
Balboa, July 2014
www.lorenasmith.com

(continued)

author uncovers her buried sense of self,
steps onto a new life path, and finds
purpose in the world delivering wisdom
from the animals. Join Nancy on this
incredible adventure of inter-species
communication as animals of the wild
come forth with deep messages for all of
humankind.
CreateSpace, July 2014
www.nancyschluntz.com

Nancy Schluntz
Hand in Paw: A Journey of Trust
and Discovery
A story of death and rebirth as the
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If you have good news to share
regarding your writing, let us know at
iwwgmembernews@gmail.com with
subject "Member Pub."
Anne Corey’s story “Leah Kelly
Wunderkind” has been published in the
Story Edition of Poetica Magazine.
http://www.poeticamagazine.com/thestory-edition
Anne Davidson’s memoir, Finding
Grace - Regaining My Vision and Soul
won as Finalist in the 2014 National
Indie Excellence Awards in the category
of Multicultural Non-Fiction. For details
and reviews of her book, visit
www.findinggracedavidson.com.

Mel Ryane
TEACHING WILL:
What Shakespeare and 10 Kids
Gave Me That Hollywood Couldn’t
What happens when an idealist
volunteers to introduce Shakespeare to
a group of unruly kids? Bedlam. Tears.
And hard lessons learned. Mel Ryane's
memoir Teaching Will is a riotous
cautionary tale of high hopes and
goodwill crashing into the realities of
classroom chaos.
Familius, August 2014
www.melryane.com

Member
News

Veronica Picone
Tesoro: The Treasured Life of a
Discarded Daughter
Picone weaves a personal story of
familial alienation together with sharp,
unforgettable portraits of Colombian
s o c i a l h i e r a r c h y, t h e A m e r i c a n
immigrant experience, and post–World
War II life. The complex dance of family
dynamics rises to life, instantly
ensnaring readers....Picone approaches
every character—even herself—with
resolute compassion and unflinching
honesty....Between the story’s rich layers
and Picone’s captivating writing style,
this memoir and its nuanced characters
will carve a place in readers’ minds.
CreateSpace, March 2014
www.tesorobook.com

Cathy Bamji is looking forward to next
summer’s IWWG conference. Says
Cathy: “It has been years since I was last
with IWWG. I am so glad to hear the
storm clouds have cleared and we can all
re-engage…SO much has been going on
with me. I feel now I have come full
circle. Left my writing behind for a
while but picked back up about 6 months
ago – as if my soul knew that you would
all be available again! I am searching for
a publisher for my book/journal, This
Too Shall Pass; have started a blog,
www.SanoVia.org; am designing a
writing course and have expanded my
professional work into life coaching.
Ethel Lee-Miller completed 14 book
events in 20 days! Her DIY East Coast
Summer book tour brought her second
book, Seedlings, Stories of
Relationships, to book lovers in New
Jersey, New York, and Long Island. Now
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back home in Tucson, the tour continues
at a much more leisurely pace but with
the same format and entertaining
atmosphere. The formats for book
events are organized as Literary Salons
with themes like "Lunch with the
Author” and “Tea with the Author.”
Food, fun, old friends, and new friends
gather to hear excerpts from the book.
Post reading discussions range from
writing, to publishing, to handling fragile
relationships with compassion, to
laughing at yourself, and the fun and
foibles of aging and retirement.
Learn more about organizing a DIY book
tour at http://etheleemiller.com/a-diybook-tour/
Joan Ramirez's latest book, Let it Go,
Let it Flow Leadership will be out this
Fall from Motivational Press. This book
will inspire many to be leaders in their
communities and life. It will be available
on Amazon.com, Barnes & Noble, and
major book retailers. This is Joan's third
book.
Linda C. Wisniewski taught a monthly
memoir writing workshop from February
to October 2014 at the Pearl S. Buck
International Writing Center in Dublin,
PA, on the site of the National Historic
Register home of the Pulitzer and Nobel
winning novelist Pearl S. Buck. Linda
writes for the Bucks County Herald and
the Bucks County Women's Journal and
was the 2012 adult category winner of
the Pearl S. Buck short story contest.
Linda will offer an advanced memoir
class from March to October 2015 at the
s i t e . To r e g i s t e r, g o t o h t t p s : / /
www.psbi.org/writingworkshop. Linda's
essay, "I Know What I Like," has been
accepted for the October issue of The
Rain, Party & Disaster Society, http://
www.rpdsociety.com. This past summer,
Linda became newsletter coordinator for
the Afghan Women Writer's Project
(http://www.awwproject.org), founded
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by novelist Masha Hamilton, which
offers online writing groups for young
women in Afghanistan.
Lynne Barrett's short story "The Tree
Man" has been published in the online
magazine Wraparound South and can be
read at
http://wraparoundsouth.org/spring-2014/
fiction/the-tree-man-by-lynne-barrett/
Marisa Moks-Unger’s first chapbook,
Mud and Stars, will be released from
Night Ballet Press of Cleveland, Ohio, in
January, 2015. She recently read at a
pubic poetry forum at "Poet's Hall
Presents: Readings from the Viaduct" as
a featured poet. The event took place in
August to bring awareness to the
potential of an abandoned viaduct that is
still used as a pedestrian pathway. It is
marked for demolition, however, local
groups are attempting to re-envision the
use of this historic structure to beautify a
neglected sector of Erie's Eastside
Neighborhood. Furthermore, her poem,
"Veneration," is in the upcoming copy of
Midwestern Gothic literary magazine.
Marisa was recently a finalist in the Erie
County Poet Laureate contest. While
she did not win, her poems and proposed
initiatives drew praise from the judging
committee. Marisa looks forward to
meeting up with her Guild sisters in the
near future.
Marylou Kelly Streznewski reports
from Furlong, PA: Her short, short story
“Hilda and Peggy”, has appeared in the
BEST NEW WRITING anthology
published by Hopewell Publications; she
was a finalist for the Gover Prize. She
has participated in two poetry readings.
One at the Buckingham Friends Peace
Fair and one at the 10,000 Poets for
Change event, which was linked to a
broadcast worldwide. Marylou feels
honored to have been named as a
member of the Guild’s Advisory Circle

and looks forward to the revitalization
of our organization. She would enjoy
hearing from returning members at
strez7@verizon.net.
Maxine Neely Davenport received a
2014 Dan Poynter Ebook Awards
Honorable Mention Medal in the
category Fiction/Mystery for her book
Murder Times Two. The plot is set in
the sixties, when three young women
challenge what they consider shoddy
police work in the search for killers of
a fifteen-year-old pregnant girl and a
woman doctor who established a
w o m e n ’s h e a l t h c l i n i c i n t h e
conservative southwest.
Patty Friedmann is seeing many of
her (backlist) books go digital with
Julie Smith's hot new house,
booksBnimble. Eleanor Rushing is up
as Through the Windshield, The Exact
Image of Mother is up as the sequel to
Too Jewish (an e-novel original that
was an Amazon #1 title for four years)
c a l l e d To o J e w i s h : t h e N e x t
Generation, Side Effects is now PickUp Line, and both Secondhand Smoke
and A Little Bit Ruined are up under
their original titles. Odds is still to
come as she doesn’t have the rights to
her YA books...yet. Says Patty: “It's a
confusing time to be writer, having
one's words in the ether versus on
paper. I asked my eight-year-old
granddaughter where she'd like to
have my books when she grew up, and
she said, ‘in print.’ ”
Sally Wahl Constain is proud to
announce that The Keys to Fanny, her
historical novel, is featured in the July
1 issue of Kirkus Reviews (page 132).
She mentioned her appreciation to
IWWG in the acknowledgement page.
Says Sally: “Thanks to you for being
so supportive to me and fellow
writers.”
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